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Abstract 

Distributed fibre optic systems allow to get information of the local strain all along the optical fibre. 
Advanced systems may get strains readings with a spatial resolution of a few mm, and accuracy of a few 
micro strains. This new technology offer a wide range of possibilities for structural testing, but also for 
Damage detection, because a crack crossing or growing nearby the optical fiber path will be detected as a 
local spot with high strains. 
Concerning composite laminates, the most feared and common damage are VBID ( Barely visible Impact 
Damage) because they may go undetected to visual inspection, but they cause a drop up to 50 % for the 
compressive strength. These internal delaminations are also accompanied by some local residual strains at 
the damage area, which are easily detectable if a strain sensor was installed just there. 
Usually, the laminate edges, like manholes, or the area surrounding doors, are high risk areas for impact 
damage, so the proposed approach is to bond or embed optical fiber along this perimeter, that may be 
checked regularly for delaminations.  The concept was experimentally demonstrated on laminate edges, 
and also on internal delaminations, and on stringer run-away. The reliability of the technique has been 
found to be 100%, always that the damage happened close to the fiber path. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Impact damage is considered to be the highest threat for composite structures during its 
service life.  Low/medium energy impacts (called BVID = Barely Visible Impact 
Damage) do not leave any external visible marks, but cause internal delaminations that 
drop the compressive strength by nearly 50 %. They need to be identified and repaired 
as soon as possible to avoid the growth of the damaged area under repeated loads.  
 
A permanent inspection, without disassembly the structure, even without the need of 
moving a probe on the surface, is what may be achieved by SHM, which allows a 
continuous automatic surveillance of the structural parts. 
 
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is defined [1] as “the process of acquiring and 
analyzing data from on-board sensors to evaluate the health of a structure”. The three 
elements of an SHM system are: 
 

1. A network of sensors, permanently attached to the structure; this aspect is a 
main differentiation with conventional NDT procedures.  

2.  On-board data handling and computing facilities. Due to the high number of 
sensors, data have to be processed on real time; wireless is a desired capability 
(avoid cabling, repairability). SHM was feasible when large capacity portable 
computers were available ( mid ‘80) 
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3. Algorithms that collect data from sensors, clean data from environmental 
effects, compare to former data from the pristine structure and inform about 
occurrence, localization and damage type.  

 
Several kinds of sensors are used for SHM, but the two most commonly employed are 
Piezoelectric wafers (PZT) and Fiber Optic sensors (FOS). Piezoelectrics offers a high 
sensitivity, with a direct conversion of dynamic strain into voltage, and the opposite, so 
they may act also as actuators.  
Fiber Optic sensors offer a very low size, the optical fiber has a diameter of 150 
microns, so it can be embedded within a ply into the composite material during 
manufacturing. Other benefits for FOS are EMI/RFI immunity, wide temperature range, 
very long cabling if needed, because of the low attenuation, and the multiplexing 
capability (several sensors on the same optical fiber). As sketched at figure 1, three 
topologies are possible: 
 

• Point sensor: detect measurand variation only in the vicinity of the sensor. 
Example: micromirror at fiber tip. This is mostly used for chemical sensors 

• Multiplexed sensor: Multiple localized sensors are placed at intervals along the 
fiber length. i.e . FBG (sensor length 10 mm typical). About 10 sensors/fiber if 
multiplexed by wavelength, to 1000 sensors by using OFDR  

• Distributed sensor: Sensing is distributed along the length of the fiber, the 
optical fiber works simultaneously for transmitting the information and for 
sensing the local external variables (temperature, strain). 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Topology of Fiber Optic Sensors 

 

Fiber Optic Sensors have built a confidence at their performances as strain/temperature 
sensors, equaling conventional sensors, and their reliability is now fully proven and 
accepted. As damage sensors, the following considerations must be taken into account:  
 

• Strain changes caused by damage are very small a few cms away from the crack 
tip, and masked by temperature drifting, load changes or any other 
environmental factor. 

• Getting information about damage occurrence from strain measurements is then 
a difficult task. Of course the larger the damage and the proximity to some 
sensor, the higher the probability to be detected.  

• It drives to the need to include a large number of sensors into the structure, 
which is feasible when using optical fiber sensors,  



• Data processing has to be done in a fully automated approach, algorithms are 
needed to compare and extract information from the multiple strain 
measurements.  

 

2.  Fiber Optic Distributed Sensing 
 
Several kinds of Fiber Optic Distributed sensing systems are available, in dependence of 
the wavelength they are working with [2].  Table 1 summarizes its performances. 
Rayleigh system working with OFDR (Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry) is the 
only one to offer spatial resolution in the range of mm, as needed for aeronautic 
applications (for civil engineering applications, a long measurement range may be the 
preferred quality, which may drive to other choices) 
 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of Distributed Fiber Optic sensor systems 

 
This OFDR technology has proven to be very useful for structural tests of large 
structures [3]. At figure 2 left, it is shown the static test of a large wind turbine blade, 
instrumented with just 4 continuous optical fibers (and 200 conventional electric strain 
sensors, for comparison purposes).   
 

Figure 2. Left, static test of a large wind turbine; right: strain measurements 

obtained by distributed sensing (pink line), and strain gages (blue dots) 

 



 
Results are shown at figure 2 right: pink line are the measurements obtained with the OFDR, 
blue dots are measurements obtained from the strain gages. Not only if was much simpler to 
prepare the test, but a more detailed information is obtained (as the sudden strain changes due 
to the ply drops), and also, and very important, information on the initial phases of local 
buckling.  
 

3. Residual strains at impacted laminates. 
 
A sixteen plies crossply CFRP laminate was built from UD prepreg material by OOA (Out of 
Autoclave) procedures.  A poliimide coated optical fiber was embedded inside the laminate 
during layup.  (Figure 4 A) 

The laminate was impacted by a drop weight test, and a delamination was produced, as was 
verified by ultrasonic C-Scan (Figure 4 B, green spot). The white line show the position of the 
optical fibre, and the lower image (figure 4 C) show the strains measured by the optical fiber 
along this line. It can be seen the appearance of residual strains at the delaminated area. In 
fact, the delaminated area can nearly be plotted if the optical fiber follows a crooked path, 
with parallel fibers every 5 mm. the strain field map of the area can be obtained with 
relatively high accuracy (fig 4 D). 

 

              

Figure 4. Upper left A. Composite laminate with an optical fiber following parallel paths 

 Upper right B. Ultrasonic C-Scan of the impacted laminate 

 Lower right C. Strains measured along the with line of the upper figure by an O.F. 

 Lower left D  Strain mapping at the delaminated área, obtained by a set of parallel O.F.   



4. Detection of delaminations at laminate edges 

 

The former approach may be used for SHM of similar of structures, like small cylindrical 
pressure vessels, or for structural details, like monitoring stringer debondings,  but for 
practical reasons the whole surface of the aircraft can not be covered with a continuous optical 
fiber, the maximum inspectable length is about 100 meters. The proposed approach is to 
reduce the covered area to critical regions with a higher risk of damage. 

Laminate edges, like surroundings of cargo doors and man holes, are areas of high risk for 
accidental impacts, and consequently require a more frequent inspection; a permanent 
automated inspection system is highly desirable. The following experiments were done to 
demonstrate the validity and reliability of the approach. 
 
Several identical CFRP 16 plies laminates were built from UD prepreg material, by OOA 
procedures, with the lay-up (04, 904)s. This special layup sequence was used for simplicity, to 
have only two delaminations interfaces; nevertheless the concept is also working for any other 
general laminate. Dimension of the cured laminate was 200 mm X 100 mm. An optical fiber 
was bonded at the surface of the cured laminate, as sketched at figure 5. 
 
The laminates were submitted to impacts of controlled energy, by using a drop weight test 
machine, in both directions, perpendicular to the laminate and on-edge direction (figure 6). 
The energy was gradually increased until a visible damage was produced (figure 7), and the 
residual strains were recorded after every impact (figure 8) 

 

 
Figure 5. Laminate with an optical fiber bonded at the surface, for the edge 

delamination tests 

 

 
Figure 6. Local impacts, using a drop weight test machine 



 
 

Figure 7. Delamination caused at a (04, 904)s CFRP laminate after a 5 J on-edge impact  

 
 

 
Figure 8. Strain recorded by the optical fiber after successive impacts of increasing 

energy, from 2 to 5 joules. The two identifiable peaks recorded at 100 and 400 mm are 

for the first and second loops of the optical fiber, respectively 

 
From these data an strain map of residual strains may be plotted, as shown at figure 9; It may 
be seen how the delaminated area increase in size for higher impacts, and that strains are 
higher at the surface closer to the delamination, as expected. 

 
Figure 9. Plot of the residual strains caused by on-edge impacts, obtained by the OFDR 

system 



 

 
 

 
Figure 10 Up.         Delamination caused by a normal impact, as obtained by ultrasonic 

C-Scan ( at the right of the image, a B-Scan is given) 

Figure 10 Down.  Map of the residual strains after the impact, as measured by an OF. 

 

Similar findings were obtained when impacts were done at the direction normal to the 
laminate, figure 10. For these testss, an embedded O.F. was used, located at the second ply of 
the surface opposed to the impact. The energy needed to cause a BVID was slightly higher 
than in the former case. 
 
5. Conclusions 

 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the former experiments: 
 

• Fiber optics are excellent, fully proven strain sensors.  
• They are not ‘damage sensors’. Damage can be inferred only by comparing the 

collected data to those coming from pristine structure 
• A crack may drop significantly the strength of the structure, acting as the failure 

initiation point, but it only alters locally the strain field around the crack; damage may 
go undetected unless a sensor was located just there. 

• Distributed sensing will detect the crack as far as it crosses the optical fiber, or when it 
produces a strain change on the O.F 

• Delaminations in laminates produce a liberation of residual strain field, and they will 
be detected by an O.F located there. 

• This damage detection method is robust and reliable (at least equivalent to CVM), for 
impact prone areas, like doors surroundings areas and man-holes 

• This technique (detection of impact-created residual strains) is based on detectable 
strain changes at the optical fiber. Structure does not need to be loaded (overnight 
inspections) 

• Damage has to happen on the optical fiber path 
 



This approach is fully independent, and conceptually different, from those based on 
submitting the structure to external loads, and comparing the response of the structure to 
these loads, before and after damage, that were also developed by our group and presented 
elsewhere [4]. Algorithms to get information about damage from the slight changes 
produced at other sensors are being developed, but improvements in the resolution (size of 
damage, distance to sensors) are still needed.  
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